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Proud to Serve

Mr. & Mrs. Mariana Oliveira
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Bel Ombre - Kariega Private Game Reserve - Cape Town
10 Days / 9 Nights
2 Persons in Double Room
Date of Issue: 14 January 2018
04 September 2018 - 13 September 2018
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Overview

Accommodation

Destination

Nights

Basis

Room Type

Tamassa Hotel

Bel Ombre

3

FI

1x Superior Rooms

Kariega River Lodge

Kariega Private Game
Reserve

3

FB+

1x River Lodge Suite

Cape Cadogan Boutique Hotel

Cape Town

3

B&B

1x Standard Room

Key
B&B: Bed and breakfast
FB+: Dinner, bed, breakfast, lunch and activities daily
FI: Fully inclusive

Day 1-4: Tamassa Hotel, Bel Ombre

(Tue, 4 September to Fri, 7 September)

Day Itinerary
Special Offer :
Honeymoon Couples / Wedding anniversary Special Offer :
Added Values : Valid in all room categories.
1.

Upon arrival (per room per stay): One Fruit platter.

2.
During the stay (per room per stay): For clients booked on Half Board basis minimum, one romantic dinner
for the couple (drinks not included).
3.

During the stay (per room per stay): One bottle of sparkling wine, One Honeymoon cake.

Details & Conditions:
•

This special offer is non-combinable with any other special offer / promotion.

•

Applicable to all room or villa types.

•

Tamassa - An All Inclusive Resort: Applicable on All Inclusive.

•

Added values cannot be exchanged, refunded or offered to any other person.

•
A copy of the Wedding/Civil Partnership certificate must be sent to the Reservation department as part of
the booking procedure.
•
Wedding/Civil Partnership certificate must not exceed 12 months from date of issue at time of travel and will
be required at check-in.
•

This offer is also applicable in case of stay in two different room/villa categories.
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•

Not applicable to the Early Check-in/Late Check-out charge if selected.

Bel Ombre
Sandwiched between forest-clad mountains and an exquisite turquoise lagoon on the southwest coast of the island
of Mauritius, Bel Ombre is a small tourist village known for its pristine white sand beaches and spectacular natural
scenery. While there are a few luxury resorts strung along the coastline, the area remains mostly undeveloped with
the Frédérica Nature Reserve and the Black River Gorges National Park right on its doorstep. This unspoiled natural
wilderness provides an ideal environment for an array of outdoor activities including hiking, mountain-biking, 4x4
safaris, quad biking, golf, swimming and kiteboarding. Notable attractions in the area include the beautiful Rochester
Falls, the cliff top viewpoint at Gris Gris, and the Vanilla Crocodile and Tortoise Park.

Overnight: Tamassa Hotel
Now is as good a time as any to plan your next holiday. To make it count you’ll require a party spirit, movie
screenings on the beach at dusk and a hammock. Introducing Tamassa, our vibrant four-star beach hotel in
Mauritius, set in tropical gardens on white sandy beaches with rustling coconut trees and a cobalt ocean.
This all-inclusive hotel in Mauritius, located at Bel Ombre in the south-west of the island, is surrounded by dramatic
mountains and dense sugarcane fields. Here an effervescent zest for life combines with contemporary design to
bring the young (and young at heart) the perfect spot for fun and relaxation

Superior Rooms
Clean lines, bright touches on bedspreads : the vibrant décor of these rooms brings nature indoors. Similarly the
terrace doors, flung wide, seem to merge rooms with the lush gardens beyond. Sleep tight in generous queen or
twin-size beds. And in the bathroom you'll find a spacious bath, a glass tiled shower, two washbasins and a separate
toilet.

Included
Fully Inclusive
Drinks (Local Brands) Included

Day 4-7: Kariega River Lodge, Kariega Private Game Reserve
(Fri, 7 September to Mon, 10 September)
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Day Itinerary
HONEYMOON OFFER:
All honeymoon bookings
•

Free bottle of sparkling wine in room on arrival

For 3 or more night honeymoon bookings
•

Free bottle of sparkling wine in room on arrival, &

•

Free spa treatment to the value of R500 per person

Kariega Private Game Reserve
Located in South Africa’s beautiful Eastern Cape Province, Kariega Private Game Reserve lies in the upper reaches of
the beautiful Kariega River Valley. Stretching for over 10 000 hectares, the landscape of the reserve features
impressive vistas of forest, savannah grasslands scattered with abundant wildlife and encompassing two rivers: the
Kariega and the Bushmans rivers. Visitors can spot the Big Five as well as a variety of other animals including giraffe,
eland, zebra, wildebeest and an array of bird species; paddle a kayak, jump on a game drive or a river cruise for a
close encounter with the reserve’s plentiful wildlife.

Overnight: Kariega River Lodge
River Lodge at Kariega Game Reserve is located along the banks of the Bushman's River, offering guests the
tranquility of river life combined with the ultimate safari experience. This unique African safari combination makes
for the experience of a lifetime - including twice daily game drives on Kariega Game Reserve (close up experiences
with lion, elephant, rhino and more!), cruises up the river to the beaches of Kenton-on-Sea spotting magnificent
birdlife on the way, as well as other activities such as guided safari walks, fishing and canoeing. With only 10 private
suites, River Lodge guarantees exclusivity and luxury making it the ideal safari destination for discerning guests.

River Lodge Suite
Superbly appointed spacious, air-conditioned thatched suite at 4 star lodge on the banks of the Bushmans River.
Diverse river activities. Rate includes all meals, selected beverages, game drives and activities.

Included
Full Board and Activities
Drinks (Local Brands) Included
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Day 7-10: Cape Cadogan Boutique Hotel, Cape Town
(Mon, 10 September to Thu, 13 September)
Cape Town
Cape Town is perched between the ocean and the mountain, with a national park as its heart, there is nowhere like
Cape Town. Cape Town, the "Mother City", is the oldest city in South Africa Large numbers of tourists flock to Cape
Town to enjoy this unique city with its fascinating history, interesting culture, natural beauty, award winning wines
and laidback lifestyle. The Victoria & Alfred Waterfront, one of the city's main tourist attractions, offers the visitor a
unique shopping and holiday experience on a scenic working harbour. A visit to Cape Town is synonymous with a
visit to the peninsula south of the city, and for good reason. With pristine white-sand beaches, hundreds of
mountain trails, and numerous activities from surfing to paragliding to mountain biking, the accessibility, variety, and
pure beauty of the great outdoors will keep nature lovers and outdoor adventurers occupied for hours, if not days.

Overnight: Cape Cadogan Boutique Hotel
Ideally located just off bustling Kloof Street in a scenic suburb of Cape Town, Cape Cadogan Boutique Hotel is
authentic Cape Town at its loveliest. With beauty, sophisticated charm and quirky personality in equal measure, this
intimate hotel offers fifteen individually decorated bedrooms which marry a touch of yesteryear with contemporary
chic and bohemian influence. Visitors can enjoy a comfortable lounge, a cozy breakfast room, as well as a peaceful
in-house library and poolside area. This exceptionally unique boutique hotel boasts all the luxury you could hope for
combined with some refreshingly warm, welcoming and personal hospitality.

Standard Room
Each of the 7 Standard Rooms at Cape Cadogan is approximately 30 m2/302 ft2 and has a double bed (convertible
to twins), air conditioning, bathroom en-suite, satellite television, safe, mini-bar, direct dial telephone, international
adaptors, hairdryer, complimentary WiFi access and a range of deluxe amenities.
Suites: 7 Suites accommodating 14 guests
Size of Suites: 30 m2/302 ft2 (this is an average, as all suites are unique)
Double bed convertible to twin: Yes
Air-conditioning: Yes
Public fireplace: Yes
Indoor showers: Yes
Separate W.C.: Yes
Free Wi-Fi: Yes
Satellite television: Yes
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In-room safe: Yes
Mini bars: Yes
Telephone: Yes
Hairdryers: Yes
In-room dining: 07h00 to 21h30

Included
Bed & Breakfast

Day 10: Departure (Thu, 13 September)
Day Itinerary
After breakfast, you will be collected from the hotel for your private transfer to Cape Town International Airport.
END OF SERVICES

Transport
Flight Information
Date

Flight

Airline

Departure Airport

Time

Arrival Airport

07 Sep

Scheduled

Sir Seewoosagur
Ramgoolam International
Airport [MRU]

Port Elizabeth
Airport [PLZ]

10 Sep

Scheduled

Port Elizabeth Airport [PLZ]

Cape Town
International Airport
[CPT]

Time

Class

Ref

Transfers
Date

Company

Pick Up

Drop Off

04 Sep

Sir Seewoosagur Ramgoolam
International Airport [MRU]

Tamassa Hotel

07 Sep

Tamassa Hotel

Sir Seewoosagur Ramgoolam
International Airport [MRU]

07 Sep

Port Elizabeth Airport [PLZ]

Kariega River Lodge

10 Sep

Kariega River Lodge

Port Elizabeth Airport [PLZ]

10 Sep

Cape Town International Airport
[CPT]

Cape Cadogan Boutique Hotel

Time

Vehicle
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13 Sep

Cape Cadogan Boutique Hotel

Cape Town International Airport
[CPT]

Travel Information

Located off the eastern coast of Africa in the Indian Ocean, the idyllic island of Mauritius is a remarkably romantic
holiday destination. Renowned for its crystal-clear turquoise waters, gorgeous powder-white sand beaches and a
wonderful tropical climate, most visitors spend their days relaxing on beaches or in one of the many luxurious
holiday resorts fringing them, but there is much more to this little island than merely cocktails and coconuts. Those
who venture inland will dis-cov-er lush, jungle-clad mountains, glistening blue lagoons, impressive rivers and
water-falls, extinct volcanic craters, charming little ramshackle towns and villages, and some fabulously friendly
locals. Must-see attractions include: the bustling capital of Port Louis with its lively local markets; the remarkable 85
metre-high Chamarel Waterfall; and Eureka, a historic plantation mansion turned museum offering visitors a glimpse
into the island's colonial past.
Banking and Currency
Currency
The currency in Mauritius is the Mauritian rupee - MUR or rs, which is divided into 100 cents
Do not change money in your home country as you are likely to get a lower exchange rate. The rate in Mauritius is
much better. When you arrive at the airport in Mauritius you will see a host of exchange bureaus at the arrival halls.
Just bring your own currency and change it over there for a better deal. If you do not manage to change at the arrival
halls there are branches of Thomas Cook and Shibani Finance in the popular tourist areas of Grand Baie and Flic en
Flac.
Banking
Banks are open from Monday to Friday 09h15 to 15h15 and Saturday from 09h1 to 11h15 (Some banks only).
Credit cards are normally accepted by banks and most hotels, restaurants and tourist shops.
Travel, Transport and Getting Around
One major highway runs north to south, otherwise a good network of paved, if sometimes narrow, roads cover the
island. There are numerous car hire firms include major international and independent firms. People in Mauritius
drive on the left-hand side of the road.
Taxis are regulated and metered and linked to provinces or hotels, printed on a yellow panel on the drivers' door.
Bus and taxi services are best used in urban areas. Bicycles and motorbikes are also available for hire.
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Food, Drink and Cuisine Advice
Mauritius is a paradise for the senses, not only for the eyes with its beautiful landscape but also for the palate.
Featuring culinary traditions from France, India, China and Africa, the best-known and appreciated cuisines in the
world, have been passed on through generations.
Depending on the region, rice or a variety of flatbread called chapattis or roti, called farata (paratha) by the local
people, is eaten with curries. The extensive use of spices like saffron, cinnamon, cardamom, and cloves and herbs
like thyme, basil, and curry leaves are the common ingredients that provide some powerful, yet subtle, savour.
You can buy many snacks on the streets of Mauritius. Mauritians have a sweet tooth and make many types of
'gateaux', as they are called. The cakes vary and you can find cakes very much like those in France and others similar
to Indian sweets like Gulab Jamun and Rasgulla among many others.
Mauritius produces a wide range of cane rum. Don't forget the coconut water with a dash of lime and a splash of
local rum over ice. The local beer Phoenix and is usually served very cold.
The local water is relatively clean and the Mauritians drink it. You need therefore have no fear if you use it for
cleaning your teeth etc. However, it is better you boil the water before drinking it or buy bottled water which is
freely available in the local shops or at hotels and resorts.
Climate and Weather
The hottest time of the year on Mauritius is December / March when you can expect temperatures of 30 degrees C
(approx. 90 F) but with less humidity. There is always a breeze from the ocean however so that most people will find
it pleasant. Cyclones (tropical storms) can also occurr during this period.
For those people who do not enjoy warm weather or want a more active holiday, we recommend going in
July/August when the temperature is 24-26 C. On the coast the temperature can go down to 16-18 C during the
night so that we recommend taking a pullover.
As you can see the variation of temperature on Mauritius is small such that enjoyable holidays can be spent there at
any time of the year. Although the weather is normally sunny it does rain. The rain showers are normally short and
are a pleasant change from the sun.
Clothing and Dress Recommendations
Men can usually spend most of the time in short trousers unless you want to enter a hotel for the evening, in this
case long trousers are required. Additionally the maid in the house washes and returns clothes by the next day so
that you do not need to take much with you. Do not overload your suitcase with unnecessary clothes. Leave some
room for any shopping that you do on Mauritius.
Mauritius has a well advanced textile industry so that instead of taking all your holiday clothes with you might
consider buying them locally on the local market. The shops are full of ready to wear polo shirts, T-shirts, shorts,
shirts, trousers, pullovers, dresses and beachwear at low prices.
Disposable nappies for babies cost about 2 times the price on Mauritius as they do in Europe. We recommend either
taking enough with you or taking nappies which the maid can wash.
Electricity and Plug Standards
Current is 220/240 volts at 50 cycles per second. A three-point round-pin adapter plug should be brought for your
electrical appliances - such adapters are also available at major airports.
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This vast country is undoubtedly one of the most culturally and geographically diverse places on earth. Fondly known
by locals as the 'Rainbow Nation', South Africa has 11 official languages and its multicultural inhabitants are
influenced by a fascinating mix of African, Asian and European cultures. Spend your days: discovering the gourmet
restaurants, impressive art and nightlife scenes and fine beaches of Cape Town; enjoying a typical local braai
(barbecue) in the Soweto township; browsing the bustling Indian markets in Durban; or sampling some of the
world’s finest wines at the myriad wine estates dotted around the picturesque Cape Winelands. Due to its rich and
turbulent history there are plenty of historical attractions to explore including the Zululand battlefields of KwaZuluNatal, the Apartheid Museum in Johannesburg and Robben Island, just off the coast of Cape Town. Above all else,
South Africa’s attraction lies in its remarkably untamed wilderness with its astonishing range of wildlife roaming
freely across massive unfenced game reserves such as the world famous Kruger National Park. With all of this variety
on offer, it is little wonder that South Africa has fast become Africa’s most popular tourist destination.
Banking and Currency
Currency
The currency is the Rand, which is divided into 100 cents. There are R200, R100, R50, R20 and R10 notes. Coins come
in R5, R2, R1, 50c, 20c, 10c and 5c.
Banking
Banks are found in most towns, and are generally open from 09h00 to 15h30 on weekdays and 08h30 to 11h00 on
Saturdays (Closed Sundays and Public Holidays). Most of them offer foreign exchange services - with cash, bank &
credit cards as well as travellers cheques. You can also obtain cash from automatic teller machines (ATMs). Several
international banks have branches in the main city centres. Always advise your bank that you are travelling outside
of the country as they might block your purchases if they are not informed.
Travel, Transport and Getting Around
Travelling around South Africa is relatively easy by air, road and rail.
Principal air routes are serviced by SAA and British Airways, operated by Comair. There are 2 low-cost carriers on
main routes, namely Kulula.com and Mango.
Facilitating travel around South Africa are 10 airports managed by the Airports Company South Africa (Acsa). In
addition, there are some 90 regional airports, including the Kruger Mpumalanga International Airport in Nelspruit
and the Skukuza Airport, offering access to the Kruger National Park.
An extensive tarred road system makes travelling in South Africa by vehicle convenient and easy. You will find gravel
roads in rural areas though. Note:
A valid international driver's licence is required.
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We drive on the left hand side of the road.
Wearing seat belts is compulsory and cellphones can only be used ‘hands free'.
Speed limits are generally set at 120km on freeways, 100km on secondary roads and 60km in urban areas.
Toll fees apply on certain national roads.
Petrol stations are widespread.
Most global car hire firms have branches in South Africa
Another means of getting around South Africa are luxury inter-city bus services such as Greyhound and Trans-Lux.
Metrobus buses are available for in-city transport. Metered taxis must be ordered by telephone. There is a hop-onhop-off bus in Cape Town and Johannesburg.
Our rail system includes the long-haul, inexpensive Shosholoza Meyl Metrorail trains. More luxurious options are the
Blue Train, Premier Classe and the steam train Rovos Rail. There is also the new Gautrain rapid transit railway system
in Gauteng Province which links Johannesburg, Pretoria, Ekhuruleni and OR Tambo International Airport.
Food, Drink and Cuisine Advice
Standards of hygiene in relation to food health and safety in South Africa, are generally high in hotels, restaurants,
pubs and nightspots. Tap water is safe to drink and cook with when taken from taps in urban areas. Not all tap water
in rural areas is safe for consumption, so take precautions if necessary.
It is safe to eat fresh fruit, vegetables and salads, and put ice in your drinks. Fish, meat and chicken are of excellent
quality, so there is no need to limit yourself when enjoying the local cuisine.
Restaurants are subject to food safety control legislation, which is implemented by local government. Regulations
include certification and regular inspections by health inspectors to ensure hygienic standards are maintained.
Street food is not as common in South Africa as it is in other countries, although vendors selling traditional snacks
and meals can be found in city centres and townships. Food safety in such instances cannot always be guaranteed.
Climate and Weather
South African temperatures, which are measured in centigrade, average at highs of 28°C to average lows of 8°C in
the summer months while winter temperatures range from 1°C at night to around 18°C in the day. Average annual
rainfall is on the low side at under 500mm a year, making the country somewhat dry. Much of the rain falls in the
Western Cape in the winter, differing from the rest of the country, which experiences summer rainfall. On the plus
side, the South African climate boasts more than its fair share of sunshine, recording an average of 8.5 hours a day.
Clothing and Dress Recommendations
Summer
Bring clothes that are cool, light and comfortable because summer temperatures can get well into the 30 - 40 degree
Celsius range in some areas. Also bring an umbrella or raincoat during summer as this is when most of the country
gets its rain, but don't forget a swimming costume (bathing suit).
Winter
The winters are generally mild, comparing favourably with European summers. But there are days when
temperatures dive, especially in high-lying areas such as the Drakensberg, so be prepared with jerseys and jackets.
Cape Town gets its rain during the winter season so it’s advisable to bring rain gear along.
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General
Always bring a hat, sunglasses and sunblock as the sun can be strong even in the winter months.
Walking shoes are a good idea all year-round, with warm socks in the winter.
If you are doing business in the country, business attire (suit and tie) is generally called for in the corporate sector,
but media for example generally dress more casually.
For game viewing, a couple of neutral-toned items will be useful, but there's no need to go overboard. A good pair of
walking shoes is also advisable.
For the evening, if you are dining at an upmarket restaurant or seeing a show, smart-casual attire is recommended.
Electricity and Plug Standards
Current is 220/240 volts at 50 cycles per second. A three-point round-pin adapter plug should be brought for your
electrical appliances - such adapters are also available at major airports.
PRICE NET PER PERSON:
PER PERSON SHARING
04 September 2018 – 13 September 2018

PAX BREAK
2 PAX (EUR)
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Validity
Minimum
Maximum
Allotment

04-13 September 2018
02
02
No Bookings are being held at this stage. Subject to availability

RATE INCLUDES
-

Accommodation as per itinerary. We reserve the right to use alternative accommodation of similar standard.
Accommodation subject to availability at date of booking.
Meals as per itinerary.
All excursions and entrance fees as per itinerary.
Transport in a luxury air-conditioned vehicle with an English speaking driver.
Services of a local guide as specified above.
Open safari vehicle/4WD (4 wheel drive) game drives with English speaking rangers as specified above.
- Value Added Tax at 14%

RATE EXCLUDES
-

Any visa fees for clients.
All drinks.
Porterage
Expenses of a personal nature.
Gratuities.
All flights international, regional or domestic, airport- or departure taxes.
Personal insurances.
Any meals not mentioned in itinerary.
All optional activities.
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NOTES REGARDING THIS PROPOSAL
- General check-in time at overnight establishments is 14h00 whilst check-out time is 10h00.
- Hotel grading listed in this proposal is based on grading allocation by the South African Tourism/Local
authorities.
- Smoking is not permitted on board the touring vehicle. Comfort stops are included en route.
- All outdoor excursions & tourist attractions are weather permitting.
- All distances given are approximate only, indicate only driving distances and may vary on the route taken.
- Please check with the respective embassies regarding visa and entrance requirements for your clients to avoid
being turned away by the airlines or immigration officials.
- Please note that some lodges/game reserves/national parks may request clients to complete an indemnity form
upon check-in.

GENERAL TERMS & CONDITIONS:
-

Best of Europe (from now on indicated as The Company) acts as an agent / broker in packaging tours and travel
arrangements utilizing the products of various travel suppliers. While the company makes every effort – to
engage quality suppliers among the hotels, tour operators and other service providers – to ensure that the various
services making up the different tours will be carried out efficiently and as specified it does not have direct control
over the provision of services of suppliers and shall not be liable for any loss, damage, injury, additional cost,
delay, irregularity that may be occasioned by any error or default, act or omission of any supplier in carrying out
the arrangement of any tour or otherwise in connection therewith.

-

The Company shall not be liable for any loss, damage, or expense of any nature whatever suffered by the client or
any traveller arising from the loss of or any damage to any property; the cancellation or curtailment of any tour;
sickness, quarantine, weather conditions, war, strikes, riots and/or any other cause of any nature whatever,
however caused and whether as a result of the company’s negligence or otherwise.

-

Should sickness or accident interrupt a tour, the company shall not be liable for any loss, damage or expense
arising there from, whether as a result of the company’s negligence or otherwise; and refund, either total or
partial, of money paid. The company recommends that the client takes out the necessary insurance to protect
against any such eventuality.

-

Travelers shall be solely responsible for complying with the formalities required by police, customs, health and all
other authorities at the point of departure, at the destination and whilst in transit.

-

The company reserves the right to decline, to accept or retain any traveller as a member of any group or on any
tour at any time as a result of the non-payment of any amount due by the client or if such client interferes with
any other member of any group and/or causes any disturbance or nuisance.

-

Should the company appoint a tour leader or guide in respect of any tour, then the client must accept all
reasonable instructions of such tour leader or guide.

-

The company reserves the right to alter or substitute routes, refreshments, meals, accommodation, itineraries,
tours, services, vehicles and/or arrangements should conditions necessitate and will offer substitutes of equal
value and will inform the client of any known changes before departure.

